The steel slit shear wall, in which stiffness and strength are controlled by altering the length, interval and pattern of slits, has been studied as an earthquake-resisting element with high energy dissipation capacity. Local buckling in each link (the segment between slits) and strength degradation that would cause reduction of energy dissipation capacity can be restrained by increasing the number of slit rows with keeping the strength and stiffness constant. This paper proposes the use of low yield point steel (LY100) for the steel slit shear wall. Expansion of plasticity caused by the significant strain hardening of LY100 makes shear deformation distribution more equal in each slit row and disperses the strain concentrated in the edge of links.
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Vol The steel slit shear wall provides an effective lateral force resisting system, in which strength and stiffness can be designed flexibly by altering the length, interval and pattern of slits in a steel plate. Under shear deformation, the segment between slits (termed as "link") dissipates energy through the plasticity developed at link ends. In the perspective of achieving good energy dissipation capacity, two issues need to be considered: 1) strength degradation and pinched hysteresis and 2) occurrence of fracture at link ends. The strength degradation and pinched hysteresis can be avoided by careful design, for instance links can be designed small in the width-thickness ratio so that out-of-plane buckling in links can be restrained. However, the fracture at link ends, which may cause sharp strength degradation or even brittle failure, is closely related to material property. The limited material hardening associated with the commonly used conventional steel makes fracture occur soon after material yields. To eliminate or significantly reduce stress concentration and following fracture at link ends, this paper develops the slit shear wall made of low yield point steel (LY100). Besides the elimination of fracture, the extremely low yield stress of LY100 enables the energy dissipation to start at small drifts and its significant strain hardening allows for expansion of plasticity within the wall and thus better energy dissipation is expected.
Four 1/2.4-scaled slit walls were tested in the experimental validation, one with links in two rows made of conventional steel and the rest three made of LY100 with links in two, three and six rows respectively. Major findings from both the test and analysis are summarized as follows:
1) The equations used for the wall made of conventional steel in former researches could evaluate both initial stiffness and yield strength of those made of LY100 on the safe side. Same strength and stiffness were obtained in the three walls made of LY100 with different slit configurations, which demonstrated the flexibility in design of slit walls.
2) In the walls made of LY100, increment of strength due to the large strain hardening and formation of tension field at large drifts were confirmed in test.
3) Within the drift ratio of 1%, shear deformation was evenly distributed at all links in the walls made of LY100, which dispersed the strain at slit ends and expanded plasticity in large regions. In the wall made of conventional steel, the shear deformation was unevenly distributed and the ratio between the two rows reached 2.4 at the drift ratio of 1%.
4) By carefully designing the width-thickness ratio, stable hysteresis can be achieved without the need of out-of-plane constrainers. Among the three walls made of LY100, the one with links in two rows with the width-thickness ratio of 7.9
showed notable out-of-plane buckling in links after the drift ratio of 3.5%, which resulted in somewhat pinched hysteresis.
The other two with smaller width-thickness ratios, with links in three rows with the width-thickness ratio of 5.1 and links in six rows with the width-thickness ratio of 2.6, behaved mainly in-plane without notable out-of-plane buckling in links, which ensured sufficient development of plasticity and accordingly fat hysteresis loops.
5) The walls made of LY100 exhibited excellent ductility with no fracture observed till the completion of loading at the drift ratio of 4.5%. While in the wall made of conventional steel, sharp strength degradation was observed after fracture occurred at slit ends at the drift ratio of 2% and eventually fracture penetrated the majority of links in the lower row at the drift ratio of 3%. 
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